UNIT 12: Which Ross (TV character from *Friends* TV show) best represents how you are feeling at the END of today’s Group Chat?

- **Ross Image 1:** Ross is holding his hands to his ears and is screaming. The caption "[Screams]" appears below him.
- **Ross Image 2:** Ross is holding up his shirt to reveal an extreme tan line on his side. His mouth is open and he appears angry.
- **Ross Image 3:** Ross is holding his hands to his ears with his fingers facing outwards. His mouth is open and he appears sad or deflated.
- **Ross Image 4:** Ross is holding the bottom of a steaming frying pan with his bare hands. He looks like he’s yelling in pain.
- **Ross Image 5:** Ross is holding his hand to his chest and the words "I’m fine." appear below him (a phrase often used sarcastically or ironically when someone is not fine but does not want to admit it).
- **Ross Image 6:** Ross is sitting on the couch and applying makeup, with an embarrassed smile on his face.
- **Ross Image 7:** Ross has wide eyes and his lips pursed comically.
- **Ross Image 8:** Ross is holding two fingers to his temple as if it he’s figured something out.

Image Credit: Let’s Get Bamboozled

Image Description: A grid of 9 photos of the TV show character Ross Geller played by David Schwimmer.